Recent Testimonials

“This is exactly what I needed and what most
“The course is designed with very specific tools and
people would benefit from in my opinion, the
techniques for making the job in electroplating
type of information given is simplified yet
industry to be understood easily. You need a very
condensed, covering everything from the basics
basic knowledge of chemistry before
to the technology, implementation, and
understanding the concepts dealt in the course.
managerial aspects. The interactive course really The topics have been covered in enough depth and
helped with the flow of information between
length to show a way to look for opportunities in
each other. Many thanks to the organizer, it was
the existing process.” — Kumar A.
awesome!” — Ralph K.

STUDENTS HAD 100% SATISFACTION UNTIL NOW

“This is to thank you and Advint for offering a very comprehensive industrial electroplating
course. The training that I received under your guidance would definitely prove to be beneficial
in my future career and the journey ahead. The course not only covers the technical aspects of
electroplating, but also teaches the students and early professionals the business development
methodology and to get the most out of the resources in hand. The concepts of
electrochemistry were very well explained. Talking about the electroplating field, everything
from A to Z was well explained. The knowledge and experience of Mr. Venkat would benefit
each and every individual to delve deeper into the subject. Moreover, his patience and calmness
was something remarkable. From the beginning of the course, the candidates have the sense of
freedom to freely and openly ask questions. The E-Book is something which each and every
person in this field would want to read in order to achieve a better understanding of the
subject. A very intensive book, which I would benefit from throughout my career. In the end, I
would say that I am glad that I could start my journey in this vast industry under the leadership
and mentorship of Mr. Venkat.” — Kartik J.

